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GUIDE TO THE SUBJECT INDEXES FOR
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL AEROSPACE REPORTS
Introduction
This revision of the Guide to the Subject Indexes for STAR contains a listing of
subject terms and cross references for use with the indexes to Scientific and Technical
Aerospace Reports (STAR), Classified Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports ( CSTAR ),
Aerospace Medicine and Biology (NASA SP-7011), and International Aerospace Abstracts
(IAA). It is published to enable persons searching the literature to use the subject indexes
efficiently and rapidly. It supersedes the Guide to Subject Indexes for STAR (NASA
SP-7016), published April 1964, and (NASA SP-7016, Rev. 1), published February 1965.
The subject terms in this publication are arranged alphabetically and are supple-
mented with cross-references which constitute directions to the user that will enable him to
modify, enlarge, or narrow his search in accordance with his specific interests. Three types
of cross references are used:














3. "Confer" (CF) is used to relate associated concepts usually having different
groups of postings. For example:
PLASMA
CF MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
tells a searcher that these terms are related in subject matter.
Most of the terms contained in this publication have appeared in the subject indexes
to the individual issues of STAR and CSTAR. However, some of the terms that were posted
infrequently do not appear as index points in the cumulative indexes to STAR and CSTAR.
Items originally indexed under lightly posted specific terms are transferred in cumulative
indexes to more general terms, provided this does not result in an unwieldy total number
of postings under any one term. As a rule, the specific terms share a "concept word" with
the more general terms (e.g., ABSORPTION SPECTRUM may be transferred to SPEC-
TRUM). Composite terms containing proper names or names of systems (e.g., SATURN I
LAUNCH VEHICLE) are retained, regardless of the number of postings. When required,
a "See Also" cross-reference from the general to the specific term is included.
Thelistingof subject terms in current issues of STAR, CSTAR, Aerospace Medicine
and Biology, and IAA may differ from the listing here because of the rapidly changing
terminology.
Suggestions for the improvement of this publication are welcomed. Information re-
garding it.s publication and availability may be obtained from the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Scientific and Technical Information Division, Code ATSS, Wash-
ington, D. C., 20546.
!
For sale by Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information (CFSTI)












S ECHO I SATELLITE
&-12








































SA POLAR CAP ABSORPTION
SA RADIATION ABSORPTION

















































CF VAN DE GRAAFF ACCELERATOR
ACCELERONETER
SA INERTIAL ACCELEROMETER
SA STRAIN GAUGE ACCELERONETER
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

















SA THERMAL ACCOMMODATION COEFFICIENT
ACCUMULATOR


















CF NORTON COUNTY ACHONDRITE
ACID
SA ACETIC ACID




































































































CF CARTRIDGE ACTUATED DEVICE




































ADVANCED ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY /AOSO/
S AOSO
ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SHIP /ARES/
ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR /ASCR/
ADVANCED SOLAR TURBO ELECTRIC CONVERSION /ASTEC/
ADVANCED TEST REACTOR /ATR/
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AEOLOSPHERE
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY






SA STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
CF LATERAL STABILITY AND CONTROL

































































S AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL /AGC/
AGE FACTOR
AGE HARDENING
AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM
CF THOR AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
AGENA C ROCKET
AGENA ROCKET






























SA TURBULENT AIR CURRENT
SA VERTICAL AIR CURRENT
CF EKHAN LAYER
AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
CF GROUND EFFECT MACHINE











SA ALL-HEATHER AIR NAVIGATION
SA TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION /TACAN/
AIR POLLUTION
AIR PURIFICATION





iAIR TO AIR gISSILE
AIR TO AIR NISSILE
AIR TO AIR REFUELING









AIRBORNE RANGE AND ORBIT DETERMINATION IAROD/
AIRCRAFT
SA AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT








SA FIGHTER BOMBER AIRCRAFT
SA FIGHTER INTERCEPTOR AIRCRAFT
SA FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT















SA SUPERSONIC STRIKE AIRCRAFT
SA SWING TAIL AIRCRAFT
SA TAILLESS AIRCRAFT
SA TARGET AIRCRAFT
SA TERRAIN FOLLOWING AIRCRAFT
A-6









CF A- 1 AIRCRAFT
CF A- 2 AIRCRAFT
CF A- 3 AIRCRAFT
CF A- 4 AIRCRAFT
CF A- S AIRCRAFT
CF A- 6 AIRCRAFT
CF A- T AIRCRAFT
CF AFU P-[6 AIRCRAFT
CF ANTONOV AN-26 AIRCRAFT
CF AVRO WHITWORTH HS-7¢B AIRCRAFT
CF AVRO 698 AIRCRAFT




CF BAC TSR 2 AIRCRAFT
CF BAC Ill AIRCRAFT
CF BALLOON
CF BEAGLE-MILES M-218 AIRCRAFT
CF BEECHCRAFT I8 AIRCRAFT
CF BEECHCRAFT 95 AIRCRAFT
CF BLACKBURN B-I03 AIRCRAFT
CF BOEING TOT AIRCRAFT
CF BOEING T20 AIRCRAFT
CF BOEING 72T AIRCRAFT
CF BOEING 733 AIRCRAFT
CF BOEING T37 AIRCRAFT
CF BOLKOW-SIEBEL BS-210 AIRCRAFT
CF BOMBER AIRCRAFT
CF BREGUET 940 AIRCRAFT
CF BREGUET 941 AIRCRAFT
CF BREGUET 1150 AIRCRAFT
CF BRISTOL ER. I34 AIRCRAFT
CF BRISTOL 188 AIRCRAFT
CF C- 2 AIRCRAFT
CF C- 35 AIRCRAFT
CF C- 66 AIRCRAFT
dd_
@
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CF CANADAIR CF-[04 AIRCRAFT
CF CANADAIR CL-28 AIRCRAFT
CF CANADAIR CL-41 AIRCRAFT
CF CANADAIR CL-¢4 AIRCRAFT
CF CANADAIR CL-84 AIRCRAFT
CF CESSNA IT2 AIRCRAFT
CF CESSNA 205 AIRCRAFT
CF CESSNA 210 AIRCRAFT
CF CESSNA 336 AIRCRAFT
CF CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
CF CONVAIR CV-340 AIRCRAFT
CF CONVAIR CV-_40 AIRCRAFT
CF CONVAIR Cv-9go AIRCRAFT
CF CONVERTAPLANE
CF CV- 2 AIRCRAFT
CF DASSAULT MIRAGE III AIRCRAFT
CF DASSAULT MYSTERE XX AIRCRAFT
CF DE HAVILLAND DH-IO6 AIRCRAFT
CF DE HAVILLAND DH-II5 AIRCRAFT
CF DE HAVILLAND DH-I21 AIRCRAFT
CF DE HAVILLAND DH-125 AIRCRAFT
CF DE HAVILLAND DHC-4 AIRCRAFT
CF DINFIA F.A. AIRCRAFT
CF DORNIER D0-27 AIRCRAFT
CF DORNIER DD-28 AIRCRAFT
CF DORNIER 00-31 AIRCRAFT
CF DOUGLAS D-558 AIRCRAFT
CF DOUGLAS DC-7 AIRCRAFT
CF DOUGLAS DC-8 AIRCRAFT
CF DOUGLAS DC-9 AIRCRAFT
CF DRONE
CF EC-121 AIRCRAFT
CF ENGLISH ELECTRIC CANBERRA AIRCRAFT
CF F- 4 AIRCRAFT
CF F- 5 AIRCRAFT
CF F- 8 AIRCRAFT
CF F- g AIRCRAFT
A-7









CF FAIREY DELTA 2 AIRCRAFT
CF FLYING BEDSTEAD AIRCRAFT
CF FOKKER F- 27 AIRCRAFT
CF FDKKER F- 28 AIRCRAFT
CF FORKER-REPUBLIC D- 24 AIRCRAFT
CF GETOL AIRCRAFT
CF GLIDER
CF GLOSTER GA-5 AIRCRAFT
CF GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
CF GUARANI I AIRCRAFT
CF HAMBURGER HFB 320 AIRCRAFT
CF HANDLEY PAGE H.P. 115 AIRCRAFT
CF HAWKER P 1127 AIRCRAFT
CF HAWKER P 1156 AIRCRAFT
CF HEINKELL HE 211 AIRCRAFT
CF HELICOPTER
CF HUNTER F-2 AIRCRAFT
CF HUNTING H-126 AIRCRAFT
CF HUNTING P.84 AIRCRAFT
CF HYDROSKI AIRCRAFT
CF ILYUSHIN IL-28 AIRCRAFT




CF JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
CF KC-I35 AIRCRAFT
CF LDCKHEED CL-823 AIRCRAFT
CF LOCKHEED 166g AIRCRAFT
CF LOCKHEED 18 AIRCRAFT
CF MAX HOLSTE MH 260 AIRCRAFT
CF MAX HOLSTE MH 262 AIRCRAFT
CF MESSERSCHMITT ME P 160 AIRCRAFT







CF NAVION G-I AIRCRAFT
CF NAVION RANGEMASTER AIRCRAFT
CF NC-130 AIRCRAFT
CF NIHON YS-II AIRCRAFT
CF NORD N-2501 AIRCRAFT
CF NORD 262 AIRCRAFT
CF ONNIPOL L-29 AIRCRAFT
CF OMNIPOL Z-37 AIRCRAFT
CF OV-I AIRCRAFT
CF P- 3 AIRCRAFT
CF P-SI AIRCRAFT
CF PIAGGIO-DOUGLAS PD-808 AIRCRAFT
CF PIAGGIO P.166 AIRCRAFT
CF POLISH IS-If AIRCRAFT






CF RF- 4 AIRCRAFT
CF RF- 8 AIRCRAFT
CF RHEIN RF- 1 AIRCRAFT
CF SAILPLANE
CF SCIMITAR AIRCRAFT
CF SEA VIXEN AIRCRAFT
CF SEAPLANE
CF SHORT BELFAST C MR I AIRCRAFT
CF SHORT SC-5 AIRCRAFT
CF SHORT SC-T AIRCRAFT
CF SIEBEL SI 204 O AIRCRAFT
CF SIEBEL SIAT 311 AIRCRAFT
CF SKYVAN AIRCRAFT
CF SNOW AERIAL APPLICATOR AIRCRAFT S-2B'
CF SNOW S-2 AIRCRAFT
CF STOL AIRCRAFT
CF SUO-AVIATION GY-80 AIRCRAFT
CF SUO-AVIATION SE-2IO AIRCRAFT
CF SUD VJ-IOI AIRCRAFT
CF SUNOERLAND V FLYING BOAT
CF SWIFT XF.II4 AIRCRAFT
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CF T-38 AIRCRAFT
CF T-39 AIRCRAFT
CF TRANSALL C-I60 AIRCRAFT
CF TUPOLEV TU-I04 AIRCRAFT







CF VICKERS VALIANT AIRCRAFT
CF VICKERS VCIO AIRCRAFT
CF VICKERS llO0 AIRCRAFT
CF VICTOR MR-1 AIRCRAFT
CF VISCOUNT AIRCRAFT
CF VTO FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
CF VTOL AIRCRAFT
CF VZ- 2 AIRCRAFT
CF VZ- 8 AIRCRAFT
CF WESER WFG 614 AIRCRAFT
CF WHITWORTH GLOSTER AW 650 AIRCRAFT
CF WU- 2 AIRCRAFT
CF X- I AIRCRAFT
CF X- 3 AIRCRAFT


















AIRCRAFT APPROACH AND LANDING INSTRUMENT
A-B












SA PLASTIC AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION








CF J57-P-20 TURBOJET ENGINE
CF T-56 JET ENGINE
CF TF 106 AIRCRAFT ENGINE
CF TURBOCHARGER
CF TURBOJET ENGINE
CF TSB-GE-8B GAS TURBINE ENGINE














































































S AUTOMATIC LIGHT AIRCRAFT READINESS MONITOR
ALASKA
ALBEDQ































CF FIELD-ALIGNED IRREGULARITY /FAIl
A-TO


















































CF LYMAN ALPHA RADIATION
ALTERNATING CURRENT /AC/







































































































SA CROSSED FIELD AMPLIFIER
SA CURRENT AMPLIFIER
SA DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER






































S AIRCRAFT MULTIPURPOSE TEST EQUIPMENT /AMTIOE/
AN- 26 AIRCRAFT
S ANTONOV AN-26 AIRCRAFT
ANALGESICS
ANALOG COMPUTER










S CRITICAL PATH ANALYSIS
S DATA ANALYSIS
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SA AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION ANALYZER























































































SA EARTH PROBE ANTENNA
SA HELICAL ANTENNA
SA HORN ANTENNA
SA INERTIALESS STEERABLE COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNA
SA LENS ANTENNA
SA LOG PERIODIC ANTENNA
































CF BODY MEASUREMENT IBIOLI







































































S AIRCRAFT BREATHING APPARATUS
S DISTILLATION APPARATUS
S FLAME CONTACT APPARATUS
A-15















S WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS
APPLICATIONS VERTICAL TEST IAVT/
APPROACH AND LANDING




























































S ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SHIP IARIS/
ARITHMETIC
ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC UNIT /ALU/
ARMS PROGRAM
S AERIAL RADIOLOGICAL MEASURING SURVEYS PROGRAM
ARDD




















































ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR /ASCR!




































































ATLAS ABLE V LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE





CF MA-2 ROCKET ENGINE
CF MA-3 ROCKET ENGINE
CF MA-5 ROCKET ENGINE
ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLE
CF YLRIOI-NA-I3 ROCKET ENGINE











































































CF CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE
ATMOSPHERICS
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ATP
ATR























SA SATELLITE ATTITUDE DISTURBANCE
SA YAW ATTITUDE
ATTITUDE CONTROL
SA REACTION JET ATTITUDE CONTROL TECHNIQUE



















































AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC DEPOSITION CONTROL
AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL /AGC/
AUTOMATIC GIMBALLEO ANTENNA VECTORING EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATIC LANDING SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC LIGHT AIRCRAFT READINESS MONITOR
AUTOMATIC PATTERN RECOGNITION
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION /APT/
AUTOMATIC ROCKET IMPACT PREDICTOR /ARIP/
AUTOMATIC SYSTEM EXCESS NOISE TEMPERATURE /ASE
















SA CHEMICAL AUXILIARY POWER SOURCE
SA SOLAR AUXILIARY POWER SOURCE
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SA STRAIN GAUGE BALANCE
SA MATER BALANCE














SA INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE /ICBM/
BALLISTIC MISSILE DECOY
































































































SA ALKALINE-MANGANESE DIOXIDE BATTERY
SA ATOMIC BATTERY



















































SA GAS LUBRICATED BEARING
SA JOURNAL BEARING
SA ROLLER BEARING


















S OH- _ HELICOPTER
S 0H-13 HELICOPTER
S RH- 2 HELICOPTER






































































































































































BLACK BRANT I MISSILE
BLACK BRANT IT MISSILE
BLACK BRANT Ill MISSILE













































































































































CF SKIN TEMPERATURE IBIOLI
BODY VOLUME IBIOLI
BODY WEIGHT


























CF EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTOR /EBWR/
CE HALOEN BOILING WAIEE REACTOR IHBWR/








































































































SA COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER
SA HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER
SA LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
SA THERMAL BOUNDARY LAYER
SA THREE-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER











SA LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
A-2B










































S AIRCRAFT BREATHING APPARATUS
S EMERGENCY BREATHING TECHNIQUE
S HIGH ALTITUDE BREATHING
S LIQUID BREATHING
























BRISTOL ERo 136 AIRCRAFT
BRISTOL-SIDOELEY BS-53 TURBOFAN ENGINE
BRISTOL-SIDOELEY MK-30I ROCKET ENGINE
BRISTOL-SIDOELEY OLYMPUS 593 TURBOJET ENGINE
BRISTOL-SIOOELEY VIPER TURBOJET ENGINE
BRISTOL 188 AIRCRAFT

























S BRITISH THERMAL UNIT /BTU/
BUBBLE


















































































































































































CAPTURED AIR BUBBLE VEHICLE
CARAVELLE AIRCRAFT









































































































































CASTOR II ROCKET ENGINE











































S CANADAIR CL-44 AIRCRAFT
CC-2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
S CUSHIONCRAFT CC-2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
CC-6 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE













































CF AUTONDMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM

















































































S CANAOAIR CF-I04 AIRCRAFT
S F-I04 AIRCRAFT


























S F- 8 AIRCRAFT



























































SA CEFOAM CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT







































































































































































































SA VARACTOR DIODE CIRCUIT


































CF BOEING T33 AIRCRAFT
A-38
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CIVIL DEFENSE
CL- 61 AIRCRAFT
S CANADAIR CL-61 AIRCRAFT
CL- 66 AIRCRAFT
S CANAOAIR CL-66 AIRCRAFT
CL- 86 AIRCRAFT


























CF LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
CF OXYGEN PRODUCTION


















































































































S THERMAL ACCOMMODATION COEFFICIENT























































































SA BOUNDARY LAYER COMBUSTION




























SA DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEM
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
CF SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT /SCAT/
CF TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
COMMERCIAL AVIATION





















CF DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM /DCSI
CF SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
COMMUNICATION THEORY
SA STATISTICAL COMMUNICATION THEORY
CF INFORMATION THEORY
COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE
CF INERTIALESS STEERABLE COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNA
CF LIGHT COMMUNICATION DEVICE
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
CF ADVENT PROJECT
CF EARLY BIRD SATELLITE
CF ECHO SATELLITE
CF RELAY SATELLITE






























































































CF DIGITAL TO VOICE TRANSLATOR /DIVOT/
CF ERA 1102 COMPUTER
CF FERRANTI MERCURY COMPUTER
CF FINITE-STATE MACHINE
CF HONEYWELL ADEPT COMPUTER
CF IBM 650 COMPUTER
CF IBM 706 COMPUTER
CF IBM 160I COMPUTER
CF IBM 1620 COMPUTER
CF IBM 7060 COMPUTER
CF IBM 7070 COMPUTER
CF IBM 7076 COMPUTER
CF IBM 7090 COMPUTER
CF IBM 7096 COMPUTER
CF INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES CONFIDENCE LIMIT





CF UNIVAC 80 COMPUTER
CF UNIVAC 690 COMPUTER
CF UNIVAC 1105 COMPUTER




CF AIRCRAFT MULTIPURPOSE TEST EQUIPMENT /AMTIDE/
CF SUBROUTINE
COMPUTER PROGRAM







CF FORTRAN II ASSEMBLY PROGRAM /FAB/
CF KARE COMPUTER PROGRAM
CF MINIMUM VARIANCE ORBIT DETERMINATION IMINIVARI
















































































































































































S AUTOMATIC DEPOSITION CONTROL
S AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
S AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL /ASC/
S BANG-BANG CONTROL
S BIOCONTRDL SYSTEM










































S RECOVERY CONTROL CENTER /RCC/
S REMOTE CONTROL






S SHOCK WAVE CONTROL
S SPACE VEHICLE CONTROL
S SPACECRAFT CONTROL
S STABILITY AND CONTROL
S STOPWATCH CONTROL












CF SIDE STICK CONTROLLER



















SA DATA CONTROL SYSTEM
SA FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM
CF BIOCONTROL SYSTEM



































SA THERMIONIC CONVERSION SYSTEM
SA THERMO-PHOTOVOLTAIC CONVERSION
SA THERMOELECTRIC CONVERSION SYSTEM











































































































































































SA GAS DISCHARGE COUNTER











































































































S ABSORPTION CROSS SECTION
S IONIZATION CROSS SECTION
S NEUTRON CROSS SECTION
S RADAR CROSS SECTION













































CF BODY CENTERED CUBIC IBCC/ CRYSTAL
CF FACE CENTERED CUBIC IFCC/ CRYSTAL
CF ISOTROPISM
CF MORPHOTROPISM
CF YTTRIUM-ALUMINUM GARNET /YAG/ CRYSTAL









S CRYOGENIC SERVICE MODULE /CSM/
CT-I14 AIRCRAFT
S CANADAIR CL-41 AIRCRAFT
CUBIC CRYSTAL
SA BODY CENTERED CUBIC /BCC/ CRYSTAL

















S ALTERNATING CURRENT /AC/
S BEAM CURRENT
S CONVECTION CURRENT






















S ZERO FORCE CURVE





CUSHIONCRAFT CC-2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
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CW RADAR

























































































DAMP GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
SA PROTON DAMAGE
DAMP






















DASSAULT MIRAGE lit AIRCRAFT









S WORLD DATA CENTER
DATA ACQUISITION
CF PLANNET PROGRAM














CF |NTERSERVICE DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM /IOEP/













CF MEMDRY STORAGE UNIT
DATA TRANSMISSION
CF COMPUTER








S DIRECT CURRENT /DC/
DC- T AIRCRAFT
S DOUGLAS DC-T AIRCRAFT
DC- 8 AIRCRAFT
S DOUGLAS 0C-8 AIRCRAFT
DC- 9 AIRCRAFT
S DOUGLAS DC-9 AIRCRAFT
DCS
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DE HAVILLAND DH-106 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DH-I15 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLANO OH-121 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND OH-L25 AIRCRAFT


































SA STATISTICAL DECISION THEORY
DECISION ELEMENT
DECISION THEORY



























DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY /DSIF/
DEFECT












CF SAGE AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM
CF SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM






















































SA FREQUENCY COMPRESSION DEMODULATOR
SA PHASE DEMODULATOR








































SA CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANT









































































S ALPHA PLASMA DEVICE
S CARTRIDGE ACTUATED DEVICE
S COGNITIVE HYBRID INTELLIGENT LEARNING DEVICE










S HEAT REJECTION DEVICE









S LUNAR ESCAPE DEVICE








S SOLID STATE DEVICE
S STORAGE DEVICE
































































CF SPACE FLIGHT FEEDING
CF STARVATION
DIETHYL ETHER








SA PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
CF BALANCE EQUATION
A-56









































































































































CF ALTERNATING CURRENT /AC/
DIRECT READOUT EQUATORIAL WEATHER SATELLITE
DIRECTION FINDER
S RADAR DIRECTION FINDER
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SA TIME DISCRIMINATION















































































































S SPECTRAL ENER._Y DISTRIBUTION
S STRESS DISTRIBUTION
S STRESS-STRAIN DISTRIBUTION









S SATELLITE ATTITUDE DISTURBANCE
S SHEAR DISTURBANCE










S DIGITAL TO VOICE TRANSLATOR /DIVOT/
DNA
S DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID IDNAI
DO- 27 AIRCRAFT


































S C- 5_ AIRCRAFT
S RB-66 AIRCRAFT
DOWN-CONVERTER










































DISCOVERER RECOVERY CAPSULE /DRC/






































CF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANT
















S DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY IDSIF/
DTA
S, DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS /DTA/
A-61
DTMB-X[IGROUNDEFFECTMACHINE
DTMB-III GROUND EFFECT MACHINE





























SA METEOR DUST CLOUD
SA METEORITIC DUST
SA TERRESTRIAL DUST BELT






















































CF AUDITORY SENSATION AREA
CF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
A-62






































S EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR
EBR- II







EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTOR /EBWR/
EC-X2! AIRCRAFT
ECCENTRIC GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY /EGO/








































































S JET BLAST EFFECT
S KERR EFFECT
S KERREBROCK EFFECT
















































S ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
S NOZZLE EFFICIENCY









S EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTOR IEGCR/
EGG
S EMBRYO











































CF AIRYS STRESS FUNCTION
CF BIHARMONIC EQUATION
CF FLEXIBILITY





































CF ALTERNATING CURRENT IACI














CF RADIO FREQUENCY DISCHARGE



























































































































































































































































SA MICRDMINIATURIZEO ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT








































































































































































































CF NERNST HEAT THEOREM



























SA ELECTRIC ENERGY STORAGE
SA THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE
ENERGY STORAGE DEVICE
ENERGY TRANSFER
















S EXTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
S GAS GENERATOR ENGINE
S HEAT ENGINE
S HELICOPTER ENGINE
S HYDRAZINE ENGINE /NIMPHEI
S HYDROX ENGINE











S LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINE /LACE/
S LOX-HYDROGEN ENGINE

























































ENGINEERING TEST REACTOR IETR/
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SA HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT
SA HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENT
SA HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT





























S EXPERIMENTAL ORGANIC COOLED REACTOR IEOCR/
EOGO
EOR















































S FIRST ORDER EQUATION
S FLOW EQUATION
S FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION
S FORCED VIBRATORY MOTION EQUATION















































































S AUTOMATIC GIMBALLED ANTENNA VECTORING EQUIPMENT
S BOMBING _UIPMENT
S CHECKOUT [ _t:_i.
S CRYOGENIC E_"I_ENI
S DISTANCE MEA' _<; ' 'MENT
S ELECTRIC EQU[{ _I






















































































































































































































S LITHIUM COOLED REACTOR EXPERIMENT ILCREI
S LUXEMBDURG EXPERIMENT
S SODIUM REACTOR EXPERIMENT ISREI
S ULTRAHIGH TEMPERATURE REACTOR EXPERIMENT /UHTREXI
EXPERIMENT DESIGN
EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTOR /EBWR/
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR I /EBR- I/
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR IT /EBR- Ill
EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTOR /EGCRI
EXPERIMENTAL ORGANIC COOLED REACTOR /EOCR/



























































































































CF RF- 4 AIRCRAFT
F- 5 AIRCRAFT
F- 8 AIRCRAFT























FACE CENTERED CUBIC /FCC/ CRYSTAL
FACILITY
SA GROUND HANDLING FACILITY




CF DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY /DSIF/
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S LOAD FACTOR
S MASS FLOW FACTOR
S NU FACTOR

































































































CF FULL SCALE FATIGUE TESTING
FATIGUE TESTING MACHINE
FATTY ACID





S FEEDBACK FREQUENCY MODULATION /FBFM/
FBM WEAPON SYSTEM
S FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE /FBM/ WEAPON SYSTEM
FCC














































FIAT G- gl AIRCRAFT















































FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR IFETI





SA ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH
SA MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITY
FIELD THEORY































SA SODIUM FILM LUBRICATION













SA BAND PASS FILTER
SA C_YSTAL FILTER
SA ELECTRONIC FILTER










































CF SAINT ELMO FIRE
FIRE CONTROL
FIRE EXTINGUISHER























































































































S NAN POWERED FLIGHT



















































































































































S FLUORINE-LIQUID OXYGEN /FLOX/


































































































































SA SCALAR MAGNETIC FLUX
SA SOLAR FLUX






SA FEAR OF FLYING
SA HIGH ALTITUDE FLYING




























FOKKER F- 27 AIRCRAFT
FDKKER F- 28 AIRCRAFT
FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION
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CF VAN OER WAALS FORCE
FORCE DISPLACEMENT INDICATOR
FORCE DISTRIBUTION




























































































































SA PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION /PFM/
SA RADIO FREQUENCY
SA RESONANT FREQUENCY




SA VERY HIGH FREQUENCY
SA VERY LOW FREQUENCY
CF AUDIOFREQUENCY
A-88
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
CF VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER

















SA AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
FREQUENCY CONVERSION
FREQUENCY CONVERTER


















































































SA BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELL
SA HYDROX FUEL CELL






















SA AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEM
FUEL TANK
SA ROCKET FUEL TANK
CF CONTAINER































































































































































SA YTTRIUM-ALUMINUM GARNET /YAG/ CRYSTAL















SA LIGHT GAS PROJECTOR
SA LIQUID GAS

























































































CF DAIMLER-BENZ PTL-6 GAS TURBINE ENGINE
CF Jb9-T-25 GAS TURBINE ENGINE
CF TURBINE ENGINE
CF T58-GE-8B GAS TURBINE ENGINE

























































































































































































































































































GOODARD EXPERIMENT PACKAGE IGEPI TELESCOPE
A-95
GODOARD RANGE AND RATE SYSTEM









GOSLING IV ROCKET ENGINE
GOSS

































GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT
SA LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT














































CF AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
CF CUSHIDNCRAFT CC-2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
CF CUSHIONCRAFT CC-6 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
CF DTMB-III GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
CF DTMB-630 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
CF FLYING PLATFORM
CF GETOL AIRCRAFT
CF KAWASAKI KAG-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
CF WESTLAND SR-N2 GROUND'EFFECT MACHINE
CF WESTLAND SR-N3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
CF WESTLAN_ SR-NS GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
GROUND HANDLING
GROUND HANDLING FACILITY
GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM /GOSS/
GROUND RESONANCE
CF CUSHIONCRAFT CC-6 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
CF DTMB-Ill GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
CF DTMB-430 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
CF FLYING PLATFORM
CF GETOL AIRCRAFT
CF KAWASAKI KAG-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
CF WESTLAND SR-N2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
CF WESTLAND SR-N3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE




























CF TRIAMINOGUANIDINIUM AZIDE /TAZI/



















CF IMAGE DISSECTOR TUBE
GUIDANCE STABILITY
GUIDANCE SYSTEM














GUNSTOCK GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
GUMSTQCK
GUN




















































































HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY IHNPFI
HALLUCINATION
A-98

















HANDLEY PAGE H.P. 115 AIRCRAFT
HANDLING
SA AIR CARGO HANDLING
SA DATA HANDLING SYSTEM
SA GROUND HANDLING










































HARVARD RADIO METEOR PROJECT
HASP




HAWKER P 112T AIRCRAFT




































































SA ATN_SPHERTC _EAT BUDGET
A-100










CF GAS GENERATOR ENGINE





SA TUBE HEAT EXCHANGER
HEAT FLOW
















SA AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
SA CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
SA LAMINAR HEAT TRANSFER
SA RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER




















































HEAVY MATER COMPONENTS TEST REACTOR /HWCTR/
A-IOI
HEF













SA RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTER
CF BDLKOM BOP 310 HELICOPTER
CF BOLKON B0-105 HELICOPTER







CF FIAT 7002 HELICOPTER
CF GRASSHOPPER HELICOPTER





CF LOCKHEED CL-595 HELICOPTER
CF NH-4I HELICOPTER
CF OH- 6 HELICOPTER
CF OH- 5 HELICOPTER
CF OH-E3 HELICOPTER
CF 0H-23 HELICOPTER
CF RH- 2 HELICOP]ER
CF ROTARY WING AIRCRSFT
CF ROTORCRAFT HEI. IC3-'TER
CF SERVOTEC HELICOP_,_
CF SH-3 HELICOPTER
CF SIEMETZKI T-3 HELICOPTER
CF SIKORSKY S-58 HELICOPTER
CF SIKORSKY S-6I HELICOPTER
HELICOPTER
HELICOPTERA TITUDEINDICATOR
CF SIKORSKY S-64 HELICOPTER
CF SIKORSKY WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
CF SUD-AVIATION SA-32IO HELICOPTER
CF TANDEM-ROTOR HELICOPTER
CF TH-55 HELICOPTER
CF UH- 1 HELICOPTER




CE WESER WF S-64 HELICOPTER
CF WESTLAND MK-IO HELICOPTER





































































































HIGH ALTITUDE NUCLEAR DETECTION STUDIES /HANDS/
HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE
HIGH ALTITUDE SOUNDING PROJECTILE /HASP/
HIGH ALTITUDE TARGET AND BACKGROUND MEASUREMENT
HIGH ALTITUDE TESTING
HIGH ENERGY ELECTRON






HIGH FIELD MAGNET FACILITY

























HIGH VACUUM ORBITAL SIMULATOR IHIVOSI


















S HIGH ALTITUDE TARGET AND BACKGROUND MEASUREMENT
HIVES
S HIGH VOLUME ELECTROSTATIC SAMPLER /HIVES/
HIVOS
S HIGH VACUUM ORBITAL SIMULATOR IHIVOS/
HL-IO REENTRY VEHICLE
HMX
S CYCLDTETRAMETHYLENE TETRANITRAMINE /HMX/
HNPF





































































SA HOT-WIRE TURBULENCE MEASURING APPARATUS
HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETER
HOT-WIRE MEASUREMENT




S VICKERS VA-3 HOVERCRAFT
















HUGONIOT EQUATION OF STATE
CF PLASTICITY

















































































































































































































































































S ATLAS D ICBM
ICE
S ATLAS E ICBM
S ATLAS F ICBM
S ATLAS ICBM







CF ROSS ICE SHELF











S INTERSERVICE DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM /IDEP/
IE-A
IFR




SA ELECTRIC IGNITION SYSTEM











S INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR IIGY/
IL- 28 AIRCRAFT
S ILYUSHIN IL-28 AIRCRAFT
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
IL- 62 AIRCRAFT






























































































































SA ENGINE FAILURE INDICATOR
SA FLOW DIRECTION INDICATOR







































































































































































CF ARTIFICIAL RADIATION BELT
CF OUTER RADIATION BELT





















































































SA SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATION






































INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE /ICBM/
CF ATLAS D ICBM
CF ATLAS E ICBM
CF ATLAS ICBM
CF MINUTEMAN ICBM
CF TITAN I ICBM
CF TITAN II ICBM
















































INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR /IGY/
INTERNATIONAL LAW
INTERNATIONAL PRACTICAL TEMPERATURE SCALE /IPTS/
INTERNATIONAL QUIET SUN YEAR /IQSY/
INTERNATIONAL SATELLITE FOR IONOSPHERIC STUDY
S ISIS SATELLITE






























































































































































































S INTERORBITAL SPACE VEHICLE IIOSVI
IPTS
S INTERNATIONAL PRACTICAL TEMPERATURE SCALE /IPTS/
IQSY
S INTERNATIONAL QUIET SUN YEAR IIQSYI
IRASER
IRBN

































































































































SA FLUID JET AMPLIFIER
JET ASSISTED TAKEOFF








SA PULSE JET ENGINE
CF RA 28 JET ENGINE








CF JP-6 JET FUEL




























































































































































SA ENGINE TESTING LABORATORY
SA ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY
SA HUMAN FACTOR LABORATORY
SA MISSILE TESTING LABORATORY
SA NUCLEAR ENERGY LABORATORY
SA SPACE LABORATORY
CF ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY
CF LUNAR MOBILE LABORATORY /MOLAB/
CF MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORY /MOL/



























CF LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
CF LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
CF LAMINAR HEAT TRANSFER
CF LAMINAR JET
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER





































CE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
CF AIRPORT
CF APPROACH AND LANDING INSTRUMENT
CF CONTROL TOWER










SA LUNAR LANDING MODULE
CF MARS EXCURSION MODULE /HEM/
LANDING SIMULATION
LANDING SITE
SA LUNAR LANDING SITE
LANDING SPEED
LANDING SYSTEM
SA AUTOMATIC LANDING SYSTEM









































































































STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE /SLV/
ABLESTAR LAUNCH VEHICLE
ASTRDPLANE
ATLAS ABLE V LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE







LITTLE JOE II LAUNCH VEHICLE
MISSILE LAUNCHER























CF SATURN V LAUNCH VEHICLE
CF SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLE
CF SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
CF STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-I /SLV-I/
CF STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-IB /SLV-IBI
CF STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-2A /SLV-2A/
CF STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-3 ISLV-31
CF STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-5 /SLV-5/
CF THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
CF THOR LAUNCH VEHICLE














































































SA ROUNDED LEADING riDGE
SA SHARP LEADING EDGE
A-122
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SA WIDE ANGLE LENS











S LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEM ILESI
LET
S LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER /LET/
























































































SA ULTRASONIC LIGHT MODULATOR ZULM/
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LINE SHAPE
LINE SPECTRUM




LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER /LET/
LINEAR EQUATION

































LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINE /LACE/
LIQUID AMMONIA
LIQUID ATO_IZATION






















LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTOR /LMCRI










CF LR87-AJ-3 ROCKET ENGINE
CF LR91-AJ-3 ROCKET ENGINE
















SA ORGANIC LITHIUM COMPOUND








LITTLE JOE II LAUNCH VEHICLE
LITTLE JOE PROJECT
LITTLE JOHN MISSILE




LIVERMORE POOL TYPE REACTOR ILPTRI
LIZARD
LMCR






















CF HUGONIOT EQUATION OF STATE
CF IMPACT LOAD
CF RANDOM LOAD





































SA THRFSH[IL D LIJGIC
_A TRANSISIDR L [}GIC
CF BI}OI EAN ALGI lIRA
LOGIC CIRCUIT
CF NZURAL NET








LOGISTICS OVER THE SHORE /LOTS/ CARRIER
LOLA


















SA CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM















% lD_ OBSERVABLE REENTRY VEHICLE IiOPV/
A-126
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES LUNAR BASE
LOS ALANOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTOR /LANPRE/
LOS ALAMOS TURRET REACTOR
















LOW ALTITUDE SUPERSONIC VEHICLE /LASV#
LOW ASPECT RATIO WING
LOW DENSITY GAS
LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNEL
LOW FINENESS RATIO
LOW FREQUENCY
LOW FREQUENCY TRANSIONOSPHERIC /LOFTI/ SATELLITE
LOW LEVEL TURBULENCE
LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT















S LIQUID OXYGEN /LOX/
LOX-HYDROGEN ENGINE
LPTR
S LIVERMORE POOL TYPE REACTOR /LPTR/
LRV














SA SODIUM FILM LUBRICATION
SA SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL LUBRICATION

































































LUNAR ORBIT AND LANDING APPROACH SIMULATOR
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LUNAR PROBE
CF LUNIK I LUNAR PROBE
CF LUNIK II LUNAR PROBE
CF LUNIK III LUNAR PROBE
CF PIONEER IV LUNAR PROBE
CF RANGER I LUNAR PROBE
CF RANGER II LUNAR PROBE
CF RANGER III LUNAR PROBE
CF RANGER IV LUNAR PROBE
CF RANGER V LUNAR PROBE
CF RANGER VI LUNAR PROBE
CF RANGER VII LUNAR PROBE
CF RANGER VIII LUNAR PROBE
LUNAR PROGRAM
LUNAR RAY










CF LUNAR MOBILE LABORATORY /MOLAB/
















LUNIK I LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK II LUNAR PROBE
• GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES MACHINING
LUNIK III LUNAR PROBE HA-9
LUNIK IV LUNAR PROBE S MERCURY IMA-91 FLIGHT
LUTETIUM MACH INERTIA PRINCIPLE
LUTETIUM COMPOUNO MACH NUMBER
LUTETIUM IT6 SA CRITICAL MACH NUMBER
LUXEMBOURG EXPERIMENT MACH-ZEHNDER INTERFEROMETER
CF LANGNUIR PROBE MACHINE
LYNAN ALPHA RADIATION S DRAFTING MACHINE
LYMAN BETA RADIATION S EQUIPMENT
LYNAN SPECTRUM S FINITE-STATE MACHINE
LYMPH S GRINDING MACHINE
LYSERGAMIDE S GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
LYSINE S JIG BORING MACHINE
V_ s MILLING MACHINE
S READING MACHINE
M- I LIFTING BODY
S ROTATING MACHINE
M- 1 ROCKET ENGINE
S SEQUENTIAL MACHINE












CF XM-56 ROCKET ENGINE
MACHINE LANGUAGE
M-57 ROCKET ENGINE
CF ERROR DETECTING CODE






S MERCURY /HA-I/ FLIGHT
MACHINE STORAGE


























S MERCURY IMA-7/ FLIGHT
SA HOT MACHINING
NA-B
SA SPARK EROSION MACHINING


























































SA FORCE-FREE MAGNETIC FIELD
SA GALACTIC MAGNETIC FIELD
SA INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
SA INTERSTELLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
SA LUNAR MAGNETIC FIELD
SA NONUNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELD
SA PLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
SA SOLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
SA STELLAR MAGNETIC FIELD






















CF ELFCIR!( _(!MI K
MAGNETIC PIST!/,_
MAGNETIC PR O_i:
MAGNEI IC pK_'E _I¥
C F HAl. ! !:{ _ i::"3















































































































































MANNED AERODYNAMIC REUSABLE SPACESHIP /MARS/
HANNEO AIRCRAFT
CF X-15 AIRCRAFT
MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORY /MOL/
MANNED ORBITAL RESEARCH LABORATORY /MORL/
MANNED ORBITAL SPACE STATION /MOSS/
MANNED REENTRY
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT




































MARINER I SPACE PROBE
MARINER II SPACE PROBE
MARINER III SPACE PROBE






MARINER R-I SPACE PROBE
MARINER R-2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER SPACE PROBE
MARK TWAIN BEACON
HARK IO REENTRY BODY
MARK lI REENTRY BODY




S MANNED AERODYNAMIC REUSABLE SPACESHIP /MARS/
MARS I SPACECRAFT
MARS /PLANET/
CF EARTH-MARS RENDEZVOUS TRAJECTORY
MARS ATMOSPHERE
MARS ENVIRONMENT
MARS EXCURSION MODULE /MEN/
MARS PROBE
MARS SPACECRAFT

































SA PAYLOAD MASS RATIO









S MAGNETIC ANNULAR SHOCK TUBE /MAST/
MATANO ANALYSIS
MATCON
















































































S MULTIPLE AIRBORNE TARGET TRAJECTORY SYSTEM
MAULER MISSILE
MAX HOLSTE MH 260 AIRCRAFT





















GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES MECHANICS IGENI




















S PLASMA FLUX MEASUREMENT



























SA SHOCK MEASURING APPARATUS
SA TORQUE MEASURING APPARATUS


































































































































































MESSERSCHMITT ME P 160 AIRCRAFT








































































































































































































































CF ATMOSPHERIC CONDITION EFFECT
CF ATMOSPHERIC ENERGETICS




















































































S JACOB[ MATRIX METHOD
S LEAST SQUARES METHOD










S POINT MATCHING METHOD
S RAYLE]GH-R]TZ METHOD
S RELAXATION METHOD











S TRAVELING SOLVENT METHOD
S VARIATION METHOD
S VON ZEIPEL METHOD





























































































































CI WIG I'-I_ VT{I[ MILIIARY AIRCRAFT
A-142
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
MILITARY AVIATION
MILITARY HELICOPTER

























































MINIMUM VARIANCE ORBIT DETERMINATION /MINIVAR/
MINING
MINITRACK



















SA AIR TO AIR MISSILE







SA SHORT RANGE MISSILE
SA SURFACE TO AIR MISSILE





CF BLACK BRANT I MISSILE
CF BLACK BRANT IT MISSILE
CF BLACK BRANT Ill MISSILE
CF BLACK BRANT V MISSILE
CF BLACK BRANT MISSILE
CF BLUE GOOSE MISSILE
CF BLUE STEEL MISSILE







CF HOUND DOG MISSILE
CF INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE /ICBM/
CF INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE /IRBM/
CF LACROSSE MISSILE
CF LANCE MISSILE




CF POLARIS AI MISSILE
CF POLARIS A2 MISSILE
CF POLARIS A2A MISSILE







CF SPARROW lit MISSILE
CF SPRINT MISSILE
CF SPRINT URBAN MISSILE
CF SS-LI MISSILE
CF SUBROC MISSILE








CF TITAN I ICBM
CF TITAN II ICBM


















SA MOBILE MISSILE LAUNCHER
CF LAUNCH VEHICLE





































ML-I NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
MOBILE ATLANTIC RANGE STATION /MARS/
MOBILE LOUNGE







































S WIND TUNNEL MODEL
MODERATOR









S IONOSPHERIC CROSS MODULATION
S OPTICAL MODULATION
S PHASE MODULATION
S PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION /PAM/
S PULSE CODE MODULATION /PCM/
S PULSE DURATION MODULATION /PDM/
S PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION /PFM/
S PULSE POSITION MODULATION /PPM/
S PULSE RATIO MODULATION /PRM/
S PULSE TIME MODULATION /PTM/
S SINGLE-SIDEBAND MODULATION
S TRAVELING WAVE MODULATION
S VELOCITY MODULATIDN















CF LUNAR EXCURSION MODULE /LEM/















S MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORY /MOL/
NOLAB




































































SA NUCLEAR ELECTRIC MOMENT
A-I_6
















CF AUTOMATIC LIGHT AIRCRAFT READINESS MONITOR
CF DATA ADAPTIVE EVALUATOR AND MONITOR /DAEMOI
CF IN-FLIGHT MONITORING
























CF HILL LUNAR THEORY
CF LUNAR ATMOSPHERE
CF LUNAR BASE












CF LUNAR ESCAPE DEVICE
CF LUNAR EVOLUTION
CF LUNAR EXCURSION NODULE /LEM/
CF LUNAR EXPLORATION




CF LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT
CF LUNAR IONOSPHERE
CF LUNAR LANDING
CF LUNAR LANDING MODULE





CF LUNAR MAGNETIC FIELD
CF LUNAR MAP
CF LUNAR MARE

































S MAN OPERATED PROPULSION SYSTEM /MOPS/
MORL









S METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTOR /MOS/
MOSAIC
MOSS




























SA ROCKET MOTOR CASE

















MOVING TARGET INDICATOR /MTI/ RADAR
MR-2
S MERCURY /MR-2/ FLIGHT
MR-3
S MERCURY IMR-3/ FLIGHT
MR-4
S MERCURY /MR-4/ FLIGHT
MSRE
S MOLTEN-SALT REACTOR /MSRE/
MTI
S MOVING TARGET INDICATOR /MTI/ RADAR
MUBES















MULTIPLE AIRBORNE TARGET TRAJECTORY SYSTEM
MULTIPLE BEAM INTERVAL SCANNER IMUBISI
MULTIPLE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM SYSTEM




CF ORTHOGONAL MULTIPLEXING THEORY
CF ORTHOGONAL WAVEFORM MULTIPLEXING






















• GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES NEBULA
NUSAP A












































S NORTH AMERICAN SEARCH AND RANGING RADAR /NASARR/
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ACT
NATIONAL AIR SPACE UTILIZATION SYSTEM
NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE PROGRAM
































SA ASTROGUIOE NAVIGATION SYSTEM








NEEP GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES *
CF CRAB NEBULA
NEEP

























S NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET VEHICLE /NERVA/
NERVOUS SYSTEM
SA CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
SA PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
















































































































































































































































































































NORTH AMERICAN MILITARY AIRCRAFT
S B-T0 AIRCRAFT
S F- 86 AIRCRAFT
S P-5l AIRCRAFT
S T- 2 AIRCRAFT
S T-39 AIRCRAFT
S X-15 AIRCRAFT











SA ABLATING NOSE CONE



































SA WIND TUNNEL NOZZLE























NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET VEHICLE /NERVA/
NUCLEAR EXPLOSION
SA UNDERGROUND NUCLEAR EXPLOSION
CF GNOME PROJECT
CF HIGH ALTITUDE NUCLEAR DETECTION STUDIES /HANDS/
CF SEDAN PROJECT
































• GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES 0 STAR
NUCLEAR RAOIATION
SA POST-BLAST NUCLEAR RADIATION
CF GAMMA RADIATION
NUCLEAR RAMJET




































































































S RADIO ECHO OBSERVATION
S SATELLITE OBSERVATION



























S OPERATIONAL FLIGHT AND IACTICS TRAINER lOFT//
OGEE WING
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
OGIVE










































OPERATIONAL FLIGHT AND TACTICS TRAINER /OFT'f 
A-156


















































































































































CF MANNED ORBITAL SPACE STATION /MOSS/
ORBITAL TRANSFER
CF HOHNANN ORBITAL TRANSFER
ORBITAL VELOCITY
ORBITAL WORKER
ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY /DAD/
S DAD
ORBITING DIPOLE
ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY lOGO/
S OGO
ORBITING RADIO BEACON IONOSPHERIC SATELLITE
ORBITING SATELLITE
CF PAGEOS







































S OAK RIDGE ISOCHRONOUS CYCLOTRON /ORIC/
ORIENTATION
S INSTRUMENT ORIENTATION






















































































CF INNER RADIATION BELT





































;A q!:.s: J_ ' xl':
%A N:I ROGEr? OXIUE
%_, EHG_P_C_L5 OXIDE





























• GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES PANEL FLUTTER
OXYGEN
SA HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
SA LIQUID OXYGEN ILOX/
CF AIRCRAFT BREATHING APPARATUS
















































S AFU P-I6 AIRCRAFT
P-51 AIRCRAFT
P-531 HELICOPTER
S NESTLAND P-531 HELICOPTER
P-84 AIRCRAFT




























































































































































































S PULSE CODE MODULATION /PCM/
PDM
PEBBLE BED REACTOR EXPERIMENT /PBRE/

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PIONEER I SPACE PROBE
PIONEER III SPACE PROBE
PIONEER IV LUNAk PROBE
PIONEER V SPACE PROBE





























































































































CF ONSAGER PHENOMENOLOGICAL COEFFICIENT
PLASMA ACCELERATION
PLASMA ACCELERATOR
CF CYCLOPS PLASMA ACCELERATOR
PLASMA ARC
CF ARC CHAMBER
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S PROGRAMMER ORIENTED GENERALIZED OPERATOR IPOGOI
POHLHAUSEN SOLUTION

























SA CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
oGUIDE TO SUBJECTINDEXES


































































































































CF BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
CF FLUID INJECTION
CF GAS INJECTION













SA PLAN POSITION INDICATOR /PPI/











































































S SOLAR POWER SYSTEM
S STOPPING POWER
S SUNFLOWER POWER SYSTEM
S THERMAL POWER




SA ELECTRIC POWER CONVERSION












CF BOILING WATER REACTOR




SA NUCLEAR-ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY
CF AIRCRAFT POWER SOURCE
CF AUXILIARY POWER SOURCE
CF PLASMA POWER SOURCE




S PLAN POSITION INDICATOR /PPI/
PPM








































































CF HYPERCHAIN EQUATION OF STATE
CF NEWTON PRESSURE LAW
PRESSURE APPARATUS
SA VAPOR PRESSURE APPARATUS
PRESSURE BREATHING






SA SUPERSONIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
PRESSURE DRAG
PRESSURE DROP














































CF HEAVY COSMIC RAY PRIMARY
PRIMER
CF FINISH
PRINCETON DYNAMIC MODEL TRACK
PRINCETON SAILWING
PRINCIPLE


























































S DUAL CONTROL PROBLEM
S GOURSAT PROBLEM








S SAINT VENANT FLEXURE PROBLEM
S THREE-BODY PROBLEM
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PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
PROFAC




S ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILE
S MAGNETOTELLURIC PROFILING






S AERIAL RAOIOLOGICAL MEASURING SURVEYS PROGRAM






S DOWNRANGE ANTIMISSILE MEASUREMENT PROGRAM /DAMP/
S FISHBOWL OPERATION
S HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOON PROGRAM
S HUMMINGBIRD PROGRAM
S INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM





S MARINER A PROGRAM
S MARINER B PROGRAM
S MARINER C PROGRAM
S MARINER PROGRAM
S MARINER R PROGRAM
S NOONWATCH PROGRAM
S MULTIPLE OUTPUT PROGRAM /MOP/
S MULTISATELLITE AUGMENTATION PROGRAM-A /MUSAP A/
S NASA PROGRAM
S NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE PROGRAM
S NOUGAT OPERATION
S NUCLEAR ELECTRONIC EFFECTS PROGRAM /NEEP/
S OPTICAL SATELLITE TRACKING PROGRAM
S PEA SOUP OPERATION




S PLUMB BOB OPERATION
S PLUTO NUCLEAR RAMJET PROGRAM
S RADAR TARGET SCATTER SITE /RATSCAT/ PROGRAM
S REPUBLIC F 105 AIRCRAFT PROGRAM
S ROCKET ENGINE ADVANCEMENT PROGRAM
S ROCKET ENGINE NOZZLE EJECTOR /RENE/ PROGRAM
S ROLLER COASTER OPERATION
S SATELLITE INTERCEPTOR PROGRAM /SIP/
S SOLAR ENERGY THERNIONIC /SET/ PROGRAM
S SPACE PROGRAM
S SPACE TRAJECTORY PROGRAM
S SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PROGRAM
S SPACEWARN PROGRAM
S STEEP PROGRAM
S SUN BEAM OPERATION






























S BIG JOE PROJECT
S BIG SHOT PROJECT
S BIOCOURIER PROJECT
S BLACK PRINCE PROJECT
S BUMBLEBEE PROJECT
S CAT EYE PROJECT
S CELESCOPE PROJECT
S CENTAUR PROJECT






















S HIGH POWER PROJECT




S ICE NAY PROJECT
S JUPITER PROJECT
S LAMP LIGHTER PROJECT











S NOON QUAKE PROJECT
S NATIONAL SEVERE STORMS PROJECT
S NEOS PROJECT
S NEPTUNE PROJECT
S NUCLEAR SUPERHEAT PROJECT
S ORGEL REACTOR PROJECT
S ORION PROJECT
S PERT PROJECT




S QUICK KEY PROJECT
S RADIO ATTENUATION MEASUREMENT /RAN/ PROJECT
S RANGER PROJECT












S SPACE ELECTRIC ROCKET TEST /SERT/




S STAR OUST PROJECT
S STAR FISH PROJECT
S STARGAZER PROJECT
S STATISTICAL FORECASTING PROJECT
S STOPLIGHT PROJECT
S SUBMARINE INTEGRATED CONTROL /SUBIC/ PROJECT
S SURVEYOR PROJECT






































SA RADIO SIGNAL PROPAGATION
SA SCATTER PROPAGATION

















SA DOUBLE BASE PROPELLANT
SA GAS PROPELLANT
SA HIGH ENERGY PROPELLANT




















































SA TILTED PROPELLER AXIS




















































SA HOT CYCLE PROPULSION SYSTEM
SA MAN OPERATED PROPULSION SYSTEM /MOPS/
SA PERSONNEL PROPULSION SYSTEM





































SA CERAMAL PROTECTIVE COATING

















































































PULSE AMPLITUDE RODULATION /PAN/




PULSE DURATION MODULATION /POM/










PULSE RATIO MODULATION /PRH/
PULSE RECORDER
PULSE TIME MODULATION /PTM/
PULSE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
PULSE WIDTH
PULSE NIOTH AMPLITUDE CONVERTER



















































































































































RANDOM ACCESS DISCRETE ADDRESS /RADA/ SYSTEM
COHERENT RADAR













CF MOVING TARGET INDICATOR /MTI/ RADAR
CF ZMAR RADAR
RADAR ABSORBER





















































































SA RADIO FREQUENCY RADIATION

























SA ARTIFICIAL RADIATION BELT
SA INNER RADIATION BELT
SA OUTER RADIATION BELT
CF PROTON BELT
CF TRAPPED RADIATION



















































RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER /RAE# SATELLITE
RADIO ATTENUATION






SA POLAR RADIO BLACKOUT
RADIO BURST









SA THERMAL RABID EMISSION
RADIO ENERGY
RADIO EQUIPMENT
SA ULTRA-SHORT-WAVE RADIO EQUIPMENT











































SA SHORT WAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION
RADIO TRANSMITTER
RADIO WAVE
SA COSMIC RADIO WAVE
SA GALACTIC RADIO WAVE































































































S RADAR ABSORBING MATERIAL /RAM/
RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE
RAM PROJECT














































RANGER I LUNAR PROBE
RANGER II LUNAR PROBE
RANGER III LUNAR PROBE
RANGER IV LUNAR PROBE
RANGER IX LUNAR PROBE
RANGER V LUNAR PROBE
RANGER VI LUNAR PROBE
RANGER VII LUNAR PROBE
RANGER VIII LUNAR PROBE
RANGER BLOCK III












































S MASS FLOW RATE
S PULSE RATE
S RESPIRATORY RATE
















S PULSE RATIO MODULATION /PRH/
S SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
S STANDING WAVE RATIO
5 STRESS RATIO









































S RECOVERY CONTROL CENTER /RCC/
ROF
S RADAR DIRECTION FINDER
S RADIO DIRECTION FINDER
ROX




















SA GAS COOLED REACTOR /GCR/
SA GAS REACTOR
SA GASEOUS FISSION REACTOR
SA POWER REACTOR
CF ADVANCED SODIUM CDDLEO REACTOR IASCR/
CF ADVANCED TEST REACTOR /ATR/
CF ASTRON THERMONUCLEAR REACTOR
CF BOILING WATER REACTOR
CF CHEMICAL REACTOR
CF EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR I /EBR-










CF KIWI B-1A REACTOR
CF KIWI B-IB REACTOR
CF KIWI B-6 REACTOR
CF KIWI B-BA REACTOR
CF KIWI ROCKET REACTOR
CF LIQUID COOLED REACTOR
CF LITHIUM COOLED REACTOR EXPERIMENT /LCRE/
CF LIVERNORE POOL TYPE REACTOR /LPTR/
CF LOS ALANOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTOR /LAMPRE/
CF LOS ALANOS TURRET REACTOR
CF LOS ALAMOS WATER BOILER REACTOR
CF MATERIALS TESTING REACTOR
CF MOLTEN-SALT REACTOR /MSRE/
CF ORGANIC COOLED REACTOR
CF ORGANIC MODERATED REACTOR
CF ORGEL REACTOR PROJECT
CF PHOEBUS NUCLEAR REACTOR
CF PLUM BROOK REACTOR
CF PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR
CF RESEARCH REACTOR
CF SATURABLE-CORE REACTOR ISR/
CF SENN REACTOR
CF SODIUM GRAPHITE REACTOR ISGR/
CF SODIUM REACTOR EXPERIMENT ISREI
CF SPACE POWER UNIT REACTOR /SPUR/




CF TORY II-A REACTOR
CF TORY II-C REACTOR
CF TOWER SHIELDING REACTOR lI
CF TRANSIENT REACTOR TEST /TREAT/ FACILITY
CF TRIGA MARK F REACTOR
CF ULTRAHIGH TEMPERATURE REACTOR EXPERIMENT /UHTREX/
CF WATER COOLED REACTOR
CF WATER MODERATED REACTOR
CF ZERO POWER REACTOR IZPR/















REACTOR IN-FLIGHT TEST /RIFT/ PROJECT
REACTOR MATERIAL






























































CF BREGUET 1150 AIRCRAFT





SA ELECTRONIC RECORDING INSTRUMENT
SA PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING INSTRUMENT






CF VERY LOW FREQUENCY EMISSION RECORDER










SA VISUAL DISCRIMINATION RECOVERY
SA WATER RECOVERY














































CF JIM DANDY I REENTRY BODY
CF MARK IO REENTRY BODY
CF MARK 11 REENTRY BODY













CF JIM DANDy I REENTRY BODY
CF LOW OBSERVABLE REENTRY VEHICLE /LORV/
CF TRAILBLAZER I REENTRY VEHICLE
CF TRAILBLAZER IT REENTRY VEHICLE
REFERENCE SYSTEM
SA INERTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEM
SA SPACE REFERENCE SYSTEM
























REFLECTOR ORBITAL EXPERIMENT /ROE/
REFLECTOR SATELLITE SYSTEM
REFLEX































































































































CF EARTH ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS /EOR/
CF EULER-LAMBERT EQUATION




SA EARTH-MARS RENDEZVOUS TRAJECTORY
RENE PROGRAM








REPUBLIC F 105 AIRCRAFT PROGRAM
REPUBLIC MILITARY AIRCRAFT
RESEARCH







CF BOILING WATER REACTOR
CF HEALTH PHYSICS RESEARCH REACTOR /HPRR/
CF LIVERNORE POOL TYPE REACTOR /LPTR/
CF LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTOR /LAMPRE/
CF LOS ALANOS WATER BOILER REACTOR
CF TRIGA MARK F REACTOR


















































































































































































































RL-[O A-I ROCKET ENGINE


























CF AGENA C ROCKET
A-198
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
CF AGENA ROCKET
CF ARCAS ROCKET
CF ASTROBEE 200 ROCKET
CF ASTROBEE ROCKET
CF ASTROBEE 1500 ROCKET
CF ATHENA ROCKET
CF BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET
CF BLUE SCOUT JR ROCKET
CF BLUE SCOUT ROCKET
CF CAJUN ROCKET
CF DEACON-ARROW ROCKET
CF DORNIER PARAGLIDER ROCKET
CF ECHO I CARRIER ROCKET
CF EXOS SOUNDING ROCKET





















CF SKYDART II ROCKET
CF SKYLARK ROCKET
CF SPARROW ROCKET
CF SPINNING UNGUIDED ROCKET TRAJECTORY /SPURT/
CF STRONGARM ROCKET
CF VERONIQUE ROCKET
CF VERONIQUE V-27 ROCKET
CF VERONIQUE V-3T ROCKET
CE WASP ROCKET
CF ZEUS ROCKET
• GUIDE TO SUBJECT INOEXES ROCKET ENGINE CONTROL
ROCKET AIRCRAFT
ROCKET BOOSTER






SA LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE
SA MULTISTAGE ROCKET ENGINE
SA SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE
CF AJ-IO ROCKET ENGINE
CF ALECTO ROCKET ENGINE
CF ALGOL ROCKET ENGINE
CF BE-3 ROCKET ENGINE
CF BRISTOL-SIDDELEY MR-301 ROCKET ENGINE
CF GOSLING IV ROCKET ENGINE
CF H- I ROCKET ENGINE
CF HERCULES ROCKET ENGINE
CP HYDRAZINE ENGINE /NINPHE/
CF HYPERJET ENGINE
CF J- 2 ROCKET ENGINE
CF LITHERGOL ROCKET ENGINE
CF LR87-AJ-3 ROCKET ENGINE
CF LR91-AJ-3 ROCKET ENGINE
CF M- 1 ROCKET ENGINE
CF M-46 ROCKET ENGINE
CF M-55 ROCKET ENGINE
CF N-56 ROCKET ENGINE
CF N-57 ROCKET ENGINE
CF HA-2 ROCKET ENGINE
CF HA-3 ROCKET ENGINE
CF MA-5 ROCKET ENGINE
CF NG- 3 ROCKET ENGINE
CF NG-18 ROCKET ENGINE
CF NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET VEHICLE /NERVA/
CF P- 1 ROCKET ENGINE
CF POODLE ROCKET ENGINE
CF RL-IO ROCKET ENGINE
CF ROOK ROCKET ENGINE
CF SHAVETAIL ROCKET ENGINE
CF SMOKY JOE ROCKET ENGINE
CF SQUIRT PROJECT
CF SYNCOM APOGEE ROCKET ENGINE
CF TE-289 ROGKET ENGINE
CF TE-366 ROCKET ENGINE
CF TE-365 ROCKET ENGINE
CF TE-359 ROCKET ENGINE
CF TE-366 ROCKET ENGINE
CF TE-3T5 ROCKET ENGINE
CE TE-385 ROCKET ENGINE
CF TU-121 ROCKET ENGINE
CF TX- 13 ROCKET ENGINE
CF TX- 33-39 ROCKET ENGINE
CF TX- TT ROCKET ENGINE
CF TX-280 ROCKET ENGINE
CF TX-306 ROCKET ENGINE
CF TX-356 ROCKET ENGINE
CF X-268 ROCKET ENGINE
CF X-253 ROCKET ENGINE
CF X-254 ROCKET ENGINE
CF X-257 ROCKET ENGINE
CF X-258 ROCKET ENGINE
CF X-259 ROCKET ENGINE
CF X-261 ROCKET ENGINE
CF X-262 ROCKET ENGINE
CF XB- I ROCKET ENGINE
CF XB- 2 ROCKET ENGINE
CF XLR-81-BA-13 ROCKET ENGINE
CF XLR-91-AJ-5 ROCKET ENGINE
CF XN- 2 ROCKET ENGINE
CF XM-33 ROCKET ENGINE
CF XN-56 ROCKET ENGINE
CF XM-57 ROCKET ENGINE
CF. XM-81 ROCKET ENGINE
CF XN-85 ROCKET ENGINE
CF XM-86 ROCKET ENGINE
CF YLRIO1-NA-13 ROCKET ENGINE
CF YLRlO1-NA-15 ROCKET ENGINE
CF YLR87-AJ-5 ROCKET ENGINE
CF YLR91-AJ-5 ROCKET ENGINE










































































































































SA INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULE /IFR/
CF LAW























S EXPLORER VI SATELLITE
S- 2 AIRCRAFT
































S-69 GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
S-69 SA FLIGHT SAFETY
S OGO-A SA INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
S-50 SA RANGE SAFETY
S OGO-C SA REACTOR SAFETY
S-51 CF HAZARD
S ARIEL I SATELLITE CF ROLLER COASTER OPERATION
5-52 SAFETY DEVICE
S UK-C SAFETY FACTOR
S-53 SAFETY HAZARD
S UK-E SAGE AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM
5-55 SAGITTARIUS CONSTELLATION
S EXPLORER SATELLITE SAHA EQUATION
S-55B SAIL
S EXPLORER XVI SATELLITE SA HYPERSONIC SAIL
S-55C SATELLITE SA SOLAR SAIL
5-550 SATELLITE SAILPLANE
S-56B SATELLITE CF SCHLEICHER KA 6 SAILPLANE
5-57 SAILNING
S OSO-C CF PRINCETON SAILWING
S-58 SAINT ELMO FIRE
S OAO-B SAINT VENANT FLEXURE PROBLEM
S-61 HELICOPTER SAINT VENANT PRINCIPLE
S-66 SATELLITE SALICYLATE




S EXPLORER XVIII SATELLITE CF CYANATE
S IMP-C CF NITRATE
6-78 CF PHOSPHATE
5-88 CF SODIUM CHLORIDE
S OAO-E CF SULFATE
S-99 SALT BATH
S EXPLORER SATELLITE SAM SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR
SAAB 37 AIRCRAET SAMARIUM
SAAB 105 AIRCRAFT SAMARIUM COMPOUND
SAAB 601 AIR CUSHION VEHICLE SAMPLED OATA
SABATIER REACTION SAMPLED DATA SYSTEM
SACCHARIOE SAMPLING
CF PHYTOLIPOPDLYSACCHARIDE SA AIR SAMPLING
CF POLYSACCHARIOE CF RANDOM SAMPLE
SACCHAROMYCES SAMPLING DEVICE































SA REFLECTOR SATELLITE SYSTEM
SA RELAY SATELLITE
SA SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE









CF COSMOS I SATELLITE
CF COSMOS IT SATELLITE
CF COSMOS TIT SATELLITE
CF COSMOS IV SATELLITE
CF COSMOS V SATELLITE
CF COSMOS VI SATELLITE
CF COSMOS VII SATELLITE





























































































CF Log FRE_JENCY TRANSIONOSPHERIC /LOFTI/ SATELLITE
CF MIDAS II SATELLITE
CF MIDAS IT[ SATELLITE
CF MIDAS IV SATELLITE
CF MIDAS V SATELLITE
CF MIDAS VI SATELLITE
CF MIDAS Vll SATELLITE
CF MIDAS SATELLITE
CF MULTISATELLITE AUGMENTATION PROGRAM-A IMUSAP AI
CF NIMBUS SATELLITE
CF NORA ALICE SATELLITE
CF OA0-A
CF PEGASUS SATELLITE
CF POLET I SATELLITE
CF S-SSO SATELLITE
CF S-64 SATELLITE
CF SAN MARCO SATELLITE
CF SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
CF SCORE SATELLITE
CF SINGLE INTERCEPTOR SATELLITE ISIS/
CF SOLAR RADIATION I SATELLITE
CF SOLAR RADIATION III SATELLITE
CF SPACE VEHICLE
CF SPUTNIK I SATELLITE
CF SPUTNIK II SATELLITE
CF SPUTNIK IV SATELLITE
CF SPUTNIK V SATELLITE
CF SPUTNIK VI SATELLITE
CF SPUTNIK VIII SATELLITE
CF SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE
CF TELSTAR SATELLITE
CF TIROS IV SATELLITE
CF TIROS IX SATELLITE
CF TIROS V SATELLITE
CF TIROS VI SATELLITE
CF TIROS VII SATELLITE
CF TIROS VIII SATELLITE
CF TIROS D SATELLITE
CF TIROS E SATELLITE
CF TIROS F SATELLITE
CF TIROS G SATELLITE
CF TIROS H SATELLITE
CF TIROS SATELLITE
CF TRAAC SATELLITE
CF TRANSIT IB SATELLITE
A-204
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
CF TRANSIT IIA SATELE'ITE
CF TRANSIT IVA SATELLITE








































SATURN I /SA-I/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I /SA-2/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
• GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES SCHLEICHER KA 6 SAILPLANE
SATURN I ISA-31 LAUNCH VEHICLE'
SATURN I ISA-41 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I /SA-5/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I /SA-6/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I ISA-T/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I /SA-9/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN /PLANET/
SATURN V LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN S- I STAGE
SATURN S- IB STAGE
SATURN S- IC STAGE
SATURN S ° II STAGE
SATURN S- IV STAGE
SATURN S- IVB STAGE
SAVANNAH NUCLEAR SHIP
SC-7 AIRCRAFT




































































SCHLEICHER KA 6 SAILPLANE
A-205




































S SILICON CONTROL RECTIFIER /SCR/
SCRAM










S SCIENTIFIC DATA CONDITIONING SYSTEM /SDCS/
SOP
S SITE DATA PROCESSOR /SDP/
SE-2IO AIRCRAFT






S SUDDEN ENHANCEMENT OF ATMOSPHERICS /SEA/














































































































































CF BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
SEPARATION
























GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
S LANSRAUX SERIES






































S SPACE FREQUENCY EQUIVALENCE /SFE/
SFERICS
SGR
S SODIUM GRAPHITE REACTOR /SGRI
SH-3 HELICOPTER
A-208


















































































SA STELLAR DOPPLER SHIFT
SA THRESHOLD SHIFT


































CF ELECTROMAGNETIC SHOCK TUBE
CF MAGNETIC ANNULAR SHOCK TUBE /MAST/
CF gAVE SUPERHEATER
SHOCK WAVE
SA NORMAL SHOCK WAVE












SHORT BELFAST C MK I AIRCRAFT
SHORT RANGE MISSILE
A-210











































SIEBEL ST 206 D AIRCRAFT
SIEBEL SIAT 311 AIRCRAFT













































































































S SIMULTANEOUS IMAGE CORRELATION /SIMICOR/
SIMILARITY HYPOTHESIS


































SA SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR
SA SPACE SIMULATOR
SA VIBRATION SIMULATOR
CF NARSFLIGHT II SIMULATOR
CF TEST FACILITY
SIMULATOR TRAINING




























SATELLITE INTERCEPTOR PROGRAM /SIP 
SINGLE INTERCEPTOR SATELLITE ISIS/
A-212
- GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES SM-68 MISSILE
SITE DATA PROCESSOR /SOP/
SITE SURVEY PAYLOAD /SSP/
SIZE






























































































SMOKY JOE ROCKET ENGINE
SMOOTHING
SMS
S SYNCHRONOUS METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE /SMS/
SMU
S SPACE SELF-MANEUVERING UNIT /SMU/
SNAKE
SNAP
S SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
SNELL LAW
SNOW


























CF ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR /ASCR/





















































SOLAR ENERGY ABSORPTION FILM
SA INORGANIC SOLAR ENERGY ABSORPTION FILM































SOLAR RADIATION I SATELLITE


































CF CYCLOTRIMETHYLENE TRINITRAMINE /RDX/
CF DOUBLE BASE PROPELLANT
CF PROPELLANT GRAIN
SOLID PROPELLANT IGNITION
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE
CF ATHENA ROCKET
CF M-46 ROCKET ENGINE
CF TU-121 ROCKET ENGINE
























































































CF ASTRDBEE 200 ROCKET
CF ASTROBEE ISOO ROCKET
CF DEACON-ARROW ROCKET
CF OORNIER PARAGLIDER ROCKET
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CF CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
SPACE CABIN SIMULATION
SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR
CF SAM SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR
SPACE CAPSULE







SPACE DETECTION AND TRACKING SYSTEM /SPADATS/








SA ONE-WAY SPACE FLIGHT





CF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
SPACE FOOD














CF SPACE REFERENCE SYSTEM
SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY
SPACE POWER UNIT REACTOR /SPUR/
SPACE PROBE
CF DUMBBELL SPACE PROBE
CF MARINER I SPACE PROBE
CF MARINER II SPACE PROBE
CF MARINER IV SPACE PROBE
CF MARINER R-1 SPACE PROBE
CF MARINER R-2 SPACE PROBE
CF MARINER SPACE PROBE
CF PIONEER I SPACE PROBE
CF PIONEER V SPACE PROBE
CF PIONEER VI SPACE PROBE
CF PIONEER SPACE PROBE
CF VENUS PROBE
SPADE PROGRAM
CF EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAM
CF NASA PROGRAM












SA ORBITAL SPACE STATION
CF MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORY /NOL/


















SA PHOTO RECONNAISSANCE SPACE VEHICLE
SA RECOVERABLE SPACE VEHICLE
CF ASTRO VEHICLE
CF EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATION
CF INTERORBITAL SPACE VEHICLE /IOSV/
CF PHAETON SPACE VEHICLE
CF SATELLITE
















CF EUROPEAN I SPACECRAFT
CF FERRY SPACECRAFT
CF GEMINI SPACECRAFT
CF HYDROGEN OXYGEN /HOPE/ SPACECRAFT
CF JANUS SPACECRAFT
CF LUNAR SPACECRAFT
CF MARS I SPACECRAFT
CF MARS SPACECRAFT




CF VOSTOK I SPACECRAFT
CF VOSTOK II SPACECRAFT
CF VOSTOK Ill SPACECRAFT
CF VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFT
CF VOSTOK V SPACECRAFT
QGUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES




















































SA AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACING
CF SEPARATION
SPAO&TS











































































































































































































































S SPACE POWER UNIT REACTOR /SPUR/
SPURRITE
SPURT

















S SATURABLE-CORE REACTOR /SR/
SR-N5 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SRE
S SODIUM REACTOR EXPERIMENT /SRE/
SS-II MISSILE
SSGS
S STANDARDIZED SPACE GUIDANCE SYSTEM /SSGS/
SSP















SA FLIGHT STABILITY TEST
SA FLOW STABILITY
























SA LATERAL STABILITY AND CONTROL
SA LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL






















S SATURN S- IB STAGE
























STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE /SLV/
A-223
STARGAZER PROJECT
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-F-1 /SLV-F-1/
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-L /SLV-1/
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-1B /SLV-1B/
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-2A /SLV-2A/
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-3 /SLV-3/
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-5 /SLV-5/
STANDARDIZATION
CF CALIBRATION












SA MAIN SEQUENCE STAR
SA NEUTRON STAR
SA O STAR
SA RADIO STAR SIGNAL
SA VARIABLE STAR





CF OMICRON CETI STAR
CF PROTOSTAR



























CF HUGONIOT EQUATION OF STATE
























































































































STF IO2K TURBOFAN ENGINE
A-225
















































CF DRY CELL BATTERY
























































































































SA ENERGY METHOD STRESS CALCULATION







CF AIRYS STRESS FUNCTION
STRESS MEASUREMENT
SA OPTICO-PHOTDGRAPHIC STRESS MEASUREMENT
SA PHOTOELASTIC STRESS MEASUREMENT
STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY

































STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING SYSTEMS SOLVER /STRESS/


































































































SUDDEN ENHANCEMENT OF ATMOSPHERICS /SEA/























































































SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET MISSILE /SCRAM/





























SA GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM /GOSS/
SA GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEM















































SURFACE TO AIR MISSILE



















CF LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
CF SHELTER
A-23D































































SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS /SYNCOM/ SATELLITE
SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS ISYNCOM-II/ SATELLITE
SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE PROJECT
SYNCHRONOUS DETECTOR
SYNCHRONOUS GYROSCOPE









SYNCOM APOGEE ROCKET ENGINE
SYNCOM PROJECT
S SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE PROJECT
SYNCOM SATELLITE










































S ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM
S AEROSPACE SYSTEM
S AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM
S AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
S ASTROGUIDE NAVIGATION SYSTEM




S CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
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S CONJUGATED SYSTEM





S DATA HANDLING SYSTEM




S DIGITAL CAPACITANCE SYSTEM
S DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEM
S DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
S DISPLAY SYSTEM





S EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEM
S ENDOCRINE SYSTEM




S FREQUENCY TRANSLATION SYSTEM
S FUEL SYSTEM
S GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
S GODDARD RANGE AND RATE SYSTEM
S GUIDANCE SYSTEM
S HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM

















S MODULATION INDUCING RETRODIRECTIVE OPTICAL SYSTEM
S MONDPOLE ANTENNA SYSTEM
S MQTOR SYSTEM
S MULTIPLE AIRBORNE TARGET TRAJECTORY SYSTEM
S MULTIPLE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM SYSTEM
S MUSCULAR SYSTEM







S PULSE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
S PULSED DOPPLER SYSTEM
S RADAR SYSTEM
S RAIN REMOVAL SYSTEM
S RANDOM ACCESS DISCRETE ADDRESS /RADA/ SYSTEM
S REBOUND SATELLITE SYSTEM
S RECEIVING SYSTEM
S REDUNDANT SYSTEM






S SAMPLED DATA SYSTEM
S SCHUMANN-RUNGE BAND SYSTEM
S SCIENTIFIC DATA CONDITIONING SYSTEM
S SELF-ADAPTIVE SYSTEM
S SELF-REPAIRING SYSTEM
S SOLAR POWER SYSTEM
S SOLAR SYSTEM
S SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
S SPACESCAN SYSTEM
S SUBSYSTEM
S SUNFLOWER POWER SYSTEM
S SUPPORT SYSTEM
S SUSPENSION SYSTEM
S SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE SYSTEM
S SYNOPTIC SYSTEM
A-233
S SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
S TAKEOFF SYSTEM
S TERNARY SYSTEM
S THERNIONIC CONVERSION SYSTEM
S THERMOELECTRIC CONVERSION SYSTEM
S THERMOMAGNETIC CONVERSION SYSTEM
S TITANIUM-ZIRCONIUM-MOLYBDENUM SYSTEM
S TRACKING SYSTEM
S TRADEX RADAR SYSTEM




S VARIABLE MASS SYSTEM
S VASCULAR SYSTEM
S VISUAL SYSTEM






SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER- I /SNAP-I/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER- IA ISNAP-IA/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER- 2 /SNAP-2/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER- 3 ISNAP-31
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER- 4 /SNAP-4/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER- 4B ISNAP-4BI
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER- T /SNAP-?/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER- 7A /SNAP-TA/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER- 7B ISNAP-7B/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER- 7D /SNAP-TD/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER- 8 /SNAP-81
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER- 9A /SNAP-gA/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-IOA /SNAP-IOA/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-11 /SNAP-IX/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-13 ISNAP-I31
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-15 ISNAP-15/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-XSA ISNAP-15AI
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-17A /SNAP-1TA/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-17B /SNAP-17B/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-19 /SNAP-19/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-50 /SNAP-50/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-B0 /SNAP-80 GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES *



















SA INTERFERENCE FACTOR TABLE
SA MATHEMATICAL TABLE
TACAN
S TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION /TACAN/
TACHOMETER
TACHYPNEA
TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION /TACAN/
TACTICS





SA EODY-WING AND TAIL COMBINATION
SA HORIZONTAL FAIL









SA HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACE
SA SWEPTBACK TAIL SURFACE
SA T TAIL SURFACE
SA TRAPEZOIDAL TAIL SURFACE
TAILLESS AIRCRAFT
TAILORED EXHAUST VELOCITY ROCKET ITEVROC/
TAKEOFF













































CF DEL MAR TARGET
TARGET ACQUISITION
TARGET AIRCRAFT






















S TRIAMINOGUANIDINIUM AZIDE ITAZII
TCG
















S CROP SPRAYING TECHNIQUE
S CULTURE TECHNIQUE
S DIGITAL TECHNIQUE
S EMERGENCY BREATHING TECHNIQUE
S FARADAY-DOPPLER TECHNIQUE
S FIRE IN THE HOLE /FITHI TECHNIQUE
S HIGH RESOLUTION COVERAGE ANTENNA TECHNIQUE
S IMAGING TECHNIQUE
S INDUCTION LOOP TECHNIQUE
S MODULATION TECHNIQUE
S MULTILAUNCH TECHNIQUE
S PARTICLE IN CELL TECHNIQUE





























CF GODDARD EXPERIMENT PACKAGE /GEP/ TELESCOPE
TELETYPE
CF STRATDSCOPE I TELESCOPE




SA CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
SA EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION


























































CF SKIN TEMPERATURE /BIOL/
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION























GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
TENSIONETER
TENSION


































S APPLICATIONS VERTICAL TEST /AVT/
S BODY SWAY TEST
S CARBOXYHEMOGLOBIN TEST
S COLD FLOW TEST







S EAR PRESSURE TEST






































CF COMPRESSION TESTING MACHINE
CF CREEP TESTING MACHINE
CF DAMPING TESTING MACHINE
CF FATIGUE TESTING MACHINE
CF IMPACT TESTING MACHINE
TEST EQUIPMENT
TEST FACILITY
CF LOAD TESTING MACHINE
CF LUBRICATION TESTING MACHINE
CF SHOCK TESTING MACHINE
CF TENSILE TESTING MACHINE
CF TENSION TESTING MACHINE
CF VIBRATION TESTING MACHINE
TEST FACILITY
CF LABORATORY
CF ROCKET TEST STATION
CF SIMULATOR








CF ENGINEERING TEST REACTOR /ETR/
CF HEAVY WATER COMPONENTS TEST REACTOR /HWCTR/
CF PLUTONIUM RECYCLE TEST REACTOR /PRTRI





























S TAILORED EXHAUST VELOCITY ROCKET /TEVROC/















S CASTIGLIANO VARIATIONAL THEOREM








































S FIELD MODE THEORY
S FIELD THEORY
S FLOW THEORY






S GRIFFITH FRACTURE THEORY
S GROUP THEORY
S GUMBEL THEORY
S HANSEN LUNAR THEORY
S HEISENBERG THEORY



















































































































































































































THOR AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE



























































































































SA ORGANIC TIN COMPOUND













































































































































CF PRINCETON OYNAMIC MODEL TRACK


































TRAILBLAZER ] REENTRY VEHICLE
TRAILBLAZER ll REENTRY VEHICLE
TRAILBLAZER MISSILE
TRAILER
CF LITTLE JOHN XM-669 TRAILER
TRAILING EDGE
SA TRAILING-EDGE FLAP
GUIOE TO SUBJECT INDEXES TRANSFORM
TRA|LING-EOGE FLAP
TRAINER
CF L-29 JET TRAINER








































CF SPACE TRAJECTORY PROGRAM









































































































































* GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES TREATMENT
TRANSMISSION FLUID
TRANSMISSION LINE




































































































































































SA IMAGE DISSECTOR TUBE













































































CF BRISTOL-SIODELEY BS-53 TURBOFAN ENGINE
CF STF I02K TURBOFAN ENGINE




CF BRISTOL-SIDDELEY OLYMPUS 593 TURBOJET ENGINE
CF BRISTOL-SIOOELEY VIPER TURBOJET ENGINE
CF J5T-P-20 TURBOJET ENGINE
CF JB5-GE-13 TURBOJET ENGINE
CF J93-MJ252H TURBOJET ENGINE
CF J93-MJ28OG TURBOJET ENGINE
CF XJ36-WE-32 TURBOJET
CF XJTg-GE-I TURBOJET
















SA LOg LEVEL TURBULENCE
SA NAGNETOHYORDDYNANIC TURBULENCE
SA PLASMA TURBULENCE
CF BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL











































TX- 13 ROCKET ENGINE
TX- 33-39 ROCKET ENGINE






TSB-GE-8B GAS TURBINE ENGINE























S ULTRASONIC LIGHT MODULATOR /ULM/
ULTRA-SHORT-WAVE RADIO EQUIPMENT
ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCY






















































S ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC UNIT /ALU/
S ASTRONOMICAL UNIT
































































VA-3 GROUND EFFECT NACHINE





















GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
















CF INNER RADIATION BELT
CF OUTER RADIATION BELT
VAN DE GRAAFF ACCELERATOR


































































S TWENTY-SEVEN DAY VARIATION







































S CAPTURED AIR BUBBLE VEHICLE
S DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE




S LOM ALTITUDE SUPERSONIC VEHICLE ILASV/











































































CF YLRlOI-NA-13 ROCKET ENGINE



















GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES VISCOELASTICITY




VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO EQUIPMENT
VERY LOW FREQUENCY






































































































































































































SA BODY VOLUME /BIOL/
SA HEART MINUTE VOLUME
CF HIGH VOLUME ELECTROSTATIC SAMPLER /HIVES/






































CF WFG P-16 VTOL MILITARY AIRCRAFT
VULCAN AIRCRAFT
















































































































































































































































































WESER WF S-66 HELICOPTER





WESTLAND SR-N2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
WESTLANO SR-N3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE






















































SA BLOWDOWN WIND TUNNEL
SA CASCADE MIND TUNNEL
SA COMBUSTION WIND TUNNEL
SA HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL
SA HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNEL
SA LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNEL
SA LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL
SA SLOTTED WIND TUNNEL
SA SUBSONIC WIND TUNNEL
SA SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL
SA TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL
A-261
CF SIGMA- IV WIND TUNNEL
WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS





































SA INFINITE SPAN WING






























SA JET AUGMENTED WING FLAP
WING FLAP EFFECT



























































































XB- I ROCKET ENGINE












XM- 2 ROCKET ENGINE
XM-33 ROCKET ENGINE
XM-56 ROCKET ENGINE
CF M-56 ROCKET ENGINE
XM-ST ROCKET ENGINE










































YTTRIUM-ALUMINUM GARNET /YAG/ CRYSTAL
YTTRIUM COMPOUND
CF YTTRIUM OXIDE

















ZERO POWER REACTOR II /ZPR-II/
ZERO POWER REACTOR III /ZPR-III/
ZERO POWER REACTOR VII /ZPR-VII/




















































S ZERO POWER REACTOR /ZPR/
ZUBOV PROPOSITION
ZUNI MISSILE
9999 END
